
Asynhronous Learning by Emotions and CognitionSandra Clara Gadanho� and Luis Cust�odioInstitute of Systems and RobotisTorre Norte, IST, Av. Roviso Pais 1, 1049-001 Lisbon, Portugalfsandra,lmmg�isr.ist.utl.ptAbstratThe existene of emotion and ognition as twointerating systems, both with important roles indeision-making, has been advoated by neuro-physiologial researh (LeDoux, 1998; Damasio,1994). Following this idea, this paper proposesthe ALEC agent arhiteture whih has both emo-tion and ognition learning apabilities to adaptto real-world environments. These two learn-ing mehanisms embody very di�erent propertieswhih an be related with those of natural emo-tion and ognitive systems.Experimental results show that both systemsontribute positively for the learning performaneof the agent.1 IntrodutionGadanho and Hallam (2001) and Gadanho and Cust�odio(2002) proposed an emotion-based arhiteture whihuses emotions to guide the agent's adaptation to the en-vironment. The agent has some innate emotions thatde�ne its goals and then learns emotion assoiations ofenvironment state and ation pairs whih determine itsdeisions. The agent uses a Q-learning algorithm to learnits poliy while it interats with its world. The poliy isstored in neural networks whih allows limiting memoryusage substantially and aelerates the learning proess,but an also introdue inauraies and does not guar-antee learning onvergene.The ALEC (Asynhronous Learning by Emotion andCognition) arhiteture proposed here aims at a bet-ter learning performane by augmenting the previ-ous emotion-based arhiteture with a ognitive systemwhih omplements its urrent emotion-based adapta-tion apabilities with expliit rule knowledge extratedfrom the agent-environment interation.2 The ALEC ArhitetureThe ALEC arhiteture is an extension of the emotion-based arhiteture presented in (Gadanho and Hallam,�Post-dotorate sponsored by the Portuguese Foundation forSiene and Tehnology.

Figure 1: The ALEC arhiteture.2001; Gadanho and Cust�odio, 2002). Inspired by liter-ature on emotions, Gadanho and Hallam (2001) haveshown that reinforement and deiding when to swithbehavior1 an be suessfully addressed together by anemotion model. The justi�ation for the use of emo-tions is that, in nature, emotions are usually assoiatedwith either pleasant or unpleasant feelings that an atas reinforement (Tomkins, 1984) and frequently pointedto as a soure of interruption of behavior (Sloman andCrouher, 1981). Later the emotion model was formal-ized into a goal system with the purpose of establishinga lear distintion between motivations (or goals) andemotions (Gadanho and Cust�odio, 2002). In this sys-tem, emotions take the form of simple evaluations orpreditions of the internal state of the agent. This goalsystem is based on a set of homeostati variables whihit attempts to maintain within ertain bounds. Theemotion-based arhiteture is omposed by two majorsystems: the goal system and the adaptive system. Thegoal system evaluates the performane of the adaptivesystem in terms of the state of its homeostati variablesand asynhronously determines when a behavior shouldbe interrupted. On suh interruptions, the adaptive sys-1Behavior-swithing may be motivated by several fators: thebehavior has reahed or failed to reah its goal, the behavior hasbeome inappropriate due to hanges in irumstanes, the be-havior needs to be rewarded or punished. The orret timing ofbehavior-swithing an be vital (Gadanho and Hallam, 2001).



tem learns whih behavior to selet using reinforement-learning tehniques whih rely on neural-networks tostore the utility values.The ALEC arhiteture adds a ognitive system to theemotion-based arhiteture desribed previously. Thefuntion of the ognitive system is to provide an alter-native deision-making proess to the emotion system.The ognitive system ollets knowledge independentlyand an step in to orret the emotion system's dei-sions beause it relies on a more exat memory repre-sentation based on a olletion of important individualevents whih is not prone to inauraies due to over-generalization. The ognitive system is based on therule-based level of the CLARION model (Sun and Pe-terson, 1998). One of the main reasons for seletingCLARION's rule system is that it does not derive rulesfrom a pre-onstruted set of rules given externally, butextrats them from the agent-environment interationexperiene.The ognitive system maintains a olletion of ruleswhih allow it to make deisions based on past positiveexperienes. Rule learning is limited to those few asesfor whih there is a partiularly suessful behavior se-letion and leaves the other ases to the emotion systemwhih makes use of its generalization abilities to overall the state spae. If the rule is often suessful theagent tries to generalize it by making it over a nearbyenvironmental state; otherwise if the rule's suess rateis very poor it attempts to make it more spei� (sameas in Sun and Peterson, 1998). In ALEC a behaviour isonsidered suessful if it leads to a positive transitionof the agent's internal state, or more spei�ally, of itshomeostati variables.If the ognitive system has a rule that applies to theurrent environmental state, then it makes the seletionof the behaviors suggested by the rule more probable.3 ExperimentsThe experiments tested ALEC within an autonomousrobot whih learns to perform a multi-goal and multi-step survival task when faed with real world situationssuh as ontinuous time and spae, noisy sensors andunreliable atuators.Results show that ALEC not only learns faster thanthe original emotion-based arhiteture (Gadanho andCust�odio, 2002) but also ahieves a better �nal perfor-mane level.The ognitive and the emotion systems together per-form better that either one on its own. On the one hand,the ognitive system of ALEC improves learning perfor-mane by helping the emotion system to make the or-ret deisions. On the other hand, the ognitive systemannot perform well without the help of the emotion sys-tem beause it only has information on part of the statespae.

4 ConlusionThe ALEC approah implies that while emotion asso-iations may be more powerful in its range apabilities,they lak explanation power and may introdue errors ofover-generalization. Cognitive knowledge, on the otherhand, is restrited to learning about simple short-termrelations of ausality. Cognitive information is more a-urate, but at a prie | sine it's not possible to storeand onsult all the single events the agent experienes, itselets only a few instanes whih seem most important.The way the emotion system inuenes the ognitivesystem is akin to Dam�asio's somati-marker hypothesis(Damasio, 1994). In his hypothesis, Dam�asio suggestedthat humans assoiate high-level ognitive deisions withspeial feelings whih have good or bad onnotations de-pendent on whether hoies have been emotionally asso-iated with positive or negative long-term outomes. Ifthese feelings are strong enough, a hoie may be imme-diately followed or disarded. Interestingly, these mark-ers do not have explanation power and the reason for theseletion may not be lear. In fat, although the deisionmay be reahed easily and immediately, the person mayfeel the need to subsequently use high-level reasoning a-pabilities to �nd a reason for the hoie. Meanwhile, afast emotion-based deision ould be reahed whih de-pending of the urgeny of the situation may be vital.ALEC shows similar properties, when it uses emotionassoiations to guide the agent. Furthermore, the og-nitive system an orret the emotion system when thisreahes inorret onlusions. Knowing the exeptionsfrom previous experienes, it may hoose to ignore theemotion reations, whih although powerful an be moreunreliable.ReferenesDamasio, A. R. (1994). Desartes' error | Emotion,reason and human brain. Piador, London.Gadanho, S. C. and Cust�odio, L. (2002). Learn-ing behavior-seletion in a multi-goal robot task.Tehnial Report RT-701-02, Instituto de Sistemas eRob�otia, IST, Lisboa, Portugal.Gadanho, S. C. and Hallam, J. (2001). Robot learningdriven by emotions. Adaptive Behavior, 9(1).LeDoux, J. E. (1998). The Emotional Brain. Phoenix,London.Sloman, A. and Crouher, M. (1981). Why robots willhave emotions. In IJCAI'81, pages 2369{71.Sun, R. and Peterson, T. (1998). Autonomous learningof sequential tasks: experiments and analysis. IEEETransations on Neural Networks, 9(6):1217{1234.Tomkins, S. S. (1984). A�et theory. In Sherer,K. R. and Ekman, P., (Eds.), Approahes to Emotion.Lawrene Erlbaum, London.


